gives an algorithm to generate an independent unbiased sequence of Hs and Ts that nearly achieves the Entropy of the one-coin source. His algorithm is excellent, but certain difficulties arise in trying to use it (or the original vou Neumann scheme) to generate bits in expected linear time from a Markov chain.
Introduction
Von Neumann has given an algorithm (algorithm vN) for getting an absolute[y unbiased sequence of coin flips from the flips of a biased coin:
Algorithm vN:
Input: A sequence of 0s and Is, denote it u p 2 Output: A sequence of Hs and Ts. If u21 = 0 and u21 # U,,_, then output T.
od
If the input to algorithm vN is a sequence of Os and 1s obtained from independent flips of a biased coin, then the output is a sequence of independent and unbiased Hs and Ts. This is because the probability of producing, an H is p*q while that of producing a T is q*p. Here, prlu, = 11 = p for all i, and p + q = 1. Algorithm VN works without knowledge of the bias, p. This is surprising, and also useful for applications.
We are interested in producing independent unbiased coin flips from a dependent biased source, an n-state Markov Chain. The Markov Chain (MC) is a finite set of labelled states S, . . . S,. Out of each state S, there emerge two arrows, one labelled (1, p , ) , the other (0, q,), where p , and q, are probabilities that sum to 1. Each arrow goes to some (arbitrary) state of the MC. The MC produces an infinite sequence ulu2. . . of Os and 1s as follows:
Initially the MC is i n1 the start state, SI. Whenever it is in state SI, it selects a 1 with probability p , (which depends just on the state SI), else :i 0, outputs the selected symbol (1 or 0), then goes to the state indicated by that symbol's arrow.
In this paper, we initially assume that we know the state diagram of the MC in all details ezcept that the specific probabilities { p , } attached to the arrows may be omitted. An example where the state diagram of the MC and the start state are known is the (not unreasonable) case where each bit (1 or 0) produced by the source is selected with a pralbability that depends on just the preced- 0272-5428/84/0000/0425$01.00 @ 1984 IEEE ing k bits. In that case, the MC has 2' states, one for every string of k bits (the last k bits produced by the source). Later, we show it suffices to know just an upper bound on the number of states in the MC in order to produce Hs and Ts in expected linear time (i.e., in a constant expected number of steps per output bit). If a bound is unknown, then it is still possible to produce HB and Ts that are eventually independent and unbiased, but not in expected linear time.
It is easy to see that it is possible in principle to generate independent unbiased bits from a MC: use algorithm vN on the symbols produced by the MC just when it exits some particular state, throwing out all symbols produced by the MC when it exits other states. Of course, this is wasteful of the states. Elias [ I has suggested a way to use all the symbols produced by a MC. His algorithm approaches maximum possible efficiency, but it does not prw duce bits in expected linear time.
We describe two algorithms, A and B, that make moderately good use of the MC: both have an efficiency* that is 1/4 the entropy of the MC when all probabilities are 1/2. These algorithms do as well as vN does (on a 1-state MC), which is not surprising since both are natural extensions of vN. Algorithms A and B both treat each state of a MC like a von Neumann coin, generating a H (or T) whenever a state of the MC is exited for the 2 t f h time, f E (1, 2, ___ }, provided the 2t-1'* and 2t" exits are 10 (or 01). A l p rithm A outputs the H (or T) as soon as 10 (or 01) is produced by a state. Algorithm B, however, is patient: it waits and outputs the H (or T ) later, when the state that produced 10 (or 01) is reentered.
The diaerence (between A and B) is crucial. A is bad while B is good. That is to say, A does not produce independent unbiased output bits while B doea. We give faulty "proofs" that A and B are both good. We then exhibit a MC for which algorithm A is bad: it almost neuer produces the quadruple HHTT! Finally, we prove that algorithm B i8 good for every MC.
Algorithms Algorithm A:
Input: An MC (except that probabilities need not be attached to the arrows); A sequence of Os and Is produced by that MC.
Output: A sequence of Hs and Ts.
Begin:
Comment: For each state of MC, this algorithm stores one of the 3 symbols A, 0, 1, called the state-bit (though state-trit might be more appropriate). State-bit(S,) is a memory of the last exit (0 or 1) taken out of state S, if that was the lSt, 3rd, . . . 
Pseudo-Theorems and Theorem
We now give a faulty "proof" that algorithms A and B are good.
Pseudo-Theorem:
Let MC be a finite state Markw Chain such that with probability 1 every state of MC is visited infinitely often. Algorithms A and B are g;ood in the sense they produce independent unbiased coin-flips from the output of MC.
Pseudwproof: Each state of the MC may be viewed as a biased coin. When a coin is flipped it produces a 0 or 1 with some bias, then directs the MC to anofher coin to flip. Algorithm A applied to the MC may be viewed as doing the following: Each output of an S, is equally likely to be H or T. After the coin comes up 0 or 1, the MC is directed to a state where a coin is flipped and the argument reapplied recursively.
Pseudo-qed
Theorem A (Algorithm A is bad):
Let MC be the Markov Chain consisting of k states, SI, I . . ,&; the Oarrow out of each state has associated probability q, = 1--e andl maps the state back to itsell; the 1-arrow out of each state has associated probability p , = e and maps S, to S,+l for i .
: k, S, to SI.
When Algorithm A is applied to the sequences generated for k=2, the probability that MC will output 2 successive Ts given that the last 2 symbols that it output were both Hs is asymptotic to 0 (it should be asymptotic to 1/4).
Proof:
1. Easy to see.
2. We prove this for the special case k = 2.
First note that all Hs and Ts are associated with occurrences of 1-arrow transitions A T can occur only in cme a O-transition from S, to S, is followed by a 1-transition out of S,. We say that T occurs when the 1-arrow en'ts S,. Similarly, an H can occur only in case a 1-transition into S, is followed by a @transition from S, back to S,. We say that H occurs when the 1-arrow entera S, (though technically it occurs a moment later). Suppose, without loss of generality, that Hf-l is output by A upon entrance of MC to Si Since this output cannot be followed by a T , the next I-transition (from Si to S, ) must leave statebit(S1) = 1. m u m e that Ht-, is generated by Si, at which time state-bit(S1) is set to X. The probability that SI generates an N the next time it generates anything at all (H or T) is 1/2 (because Si generates independent unbiased sequence of Hs and Ts). Also, after Hf-l is generated, the probability that H is the next output generated by S, is 1 1/2, since state-bit(S,) = X or 1 at the time Hf is output.
Therefore, the t f h symbol output by B is Ht with probability 2 1/2. 
Main Lemma:
Let MC be a Markov Chain. Let n be any positive integer.
Let ST,T, r,, ST,T, H~, ... siiliil H, be 2" sets, each
1. We have just proved it.
indexed by a distinct n-bit string of Hs and Ts, each defined t o be the set of all finite sequences of Os and 1s that underlie the indexed sequence of Hs and Ts. 
Proof of Main Lemma:
We define = recursively, proving by induction on n that it has the desired properties. (of the Main Lemma) on STUSH.
2
General nr Now assume = has been defined 60 that it satisfies 1 and 2 on the set of all finite sequences that underlie m-bit strings of HB and Ts, tor all m < n. We extend 
Algorithm C:
Input: A positive integer n; a sequence of Os and 1s (produced by an n-state MC).
Output: A sequence of Hs and Ts (independent and unbiased).
Begin:
Apply Algorithm B to input M(n) and the given sequence of Os and 1s.
End.
Lemma:
Let MC, be an n-state MC with underlying FSM M, (MI gotten from MC, by deleting the probabilities on the arrows). 
Theorem C:
Algorithm C on being input a pair (n; an infinite sequence of Os and Is produced by an n-state Markov chain, MC,) will output an independent unbiased sequence of Hs and Ts. If MC, does not enter a periodic cycle, then with probability 1 the output of algorithm C will be infinitely long.
After an initial delay, algorithm C generates bits in expected linear time: the expected number of output bits per input bit is ' ----!--p r ' x S >I , where k is the number of n-state
FSMs, p r [ < S , > ] = probability that MC(n) (see above Lemma) is in state <SI >, and p , = I-q, = probability assigned to the 1-arrow out of <SI>.
Algorithm D:
Input: A sequence of Os and 1s (produced by a MC with a finite but unknown number of states).
Output: A sequence of Hs and Ts (eventually independent and unbiased).
Begin:
2. For n = 1, 2, 3, ._. on the number of states in MC) will output a sequence of Hs and Ts that is eventually (after some point) independent and unbiased. If MC does not enter a periodic cycle, then with probability 1 the output of algorithm D will be infinitely long.
Conclusions
A variety of sources (e.g., back-biased zener diodes) can be used to generate truly random (as opposed to pseudo-random)
sequences. This is important, for example, for producing the seeds required by pseudo-random number generators.
Unfortunately, the bits produced by physical sources appear to not be completely random; rather, the probability of each bit is conditional on the preceding bits. Producing completely rondom, i.e., 
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